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Kinematic Viscosity @104°F/40°c 95.4 cSt D-7042

Kinematic Viscosity @212°F/100°c 14.1 cSt D-7043

Viscosity Index 152 D-2270

SP. Gravity @15°c/60°F 0.865 g/cm³ D-4052

Flash Point (min / max) 230°c / -36°c D-92 / D-97

Total Base Number 6 mg KOH/g D-2896

Cold Cranking Simulator <6800 (-25°c) m.Pa.S D-5293

Outstanding shear stability and enduranceOutstanding shear stability and endurance

Excellent cleaning properties for long-term and optimum performanceExcellent cleaning properties for long-term and optimum performance

Constant high friction form for wet clutch performanceConstant high friction form for wet clutch performance  

Outstanding lubrication properties throughout the entire service lifeOutstanding lubrication properties throughout the entire service life  

Minimal transmission and engine wearMinimal transmission and engine wear

Excellent oxidation resistance and valve train wear protectionExcellent oxidation resistance and valve train wear protection

Excellent heat management and dispersion for stable power deliveryExcellent heat management and dispersion for stable power delivery

Suitable for use in engines fitted with oil-immersed ‘wet’ clutches.Suitable for use in engines fitted with oil-immersed ‘wet’ clutches.

Gravity® Ride MOTO 4T, our pinnacle 10W-40, JASO MA2, fully synthetic 4-strokeGravity® Ride MOTO 4T, our pinnacle 10W-40, JASO MA2, fully synthetic 4-stroke
engine oil, boasts cutting-edge low-friction FluXion® Ester Technology forengine oil, boasts cutting-edge low-friction FluXion® Ester Technology for
heightened power and torque. Tailored for high-performance, high-revving 4-heightened power and torque. Tailored for high-performance, high-revving 4-
stroke and V-type engines, Air-cooled / water cooled , Scooters and ATV.stroke and V-type engines, Air-cooled / water cooled , Scooters and ATV.  

Its robust formulation supports dilution challenges, including exposure to ethanol,Its robust formulation supports dilution challenges, including exposure to ethanol,
E10, E85, methanol, nitromethane, cetane, octane boosters and nitrous oxide.E10, E85, methanol, nitromethane, cetane, octane boosters and nitrous oxide.  

Designed for configurations using an engine/transmission lubrication systemDesigned for configurations using an engine/transmission lubrication system
focusing on consistent clutch feel and launch coefficients.focusing on consistent clutch feel and launch coefficients.    The ultimate 4-strokeThe ultimate 4-stroke
engine oil for riders looking to get more out of their high-performance motorcycle.engine oil for riders looking to get more out of their high-performance motorcycle.
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SNMotorcycle, ATV, Scooter > Petrol 4TMotorcycle, ATV, Scooter > Petrol 4T

The performance data in this Technical Data Sheet is indicative and may vary during production or use.
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